Albany 12
Walk-in Hunting Area

Species allowed to hunt: Antelope, Elk

Rules: Portable blinds may be used on a daily basis. Blinds must have owner’s name and contact info affixed and may not be left in the field overnight. Motorized vehicle access allowed on established roads only. Please deposit landowner coupons in containers provided on this Walk-in Area. Hunting by use of archery equipment only before September 25. The private land rifle area 7 cow elk starting in August does not apply to Walk-in-Area’s.

This map is for visual use, assistance and general location only, does not represent a survey, and is not to be used for legal conveyance. Hunt Area boundaries are approximate, consult Game and Fish Hunting Regulations for descriptions and restrictions. Access to these private lands for any commercial activity must be gained by contacting the individual landowner(s) directly.